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ABSTRACT
The target of this paper is two-fold. On the one hand, we address the question of the reliability of’ many recently
proposed high-order finite elements. On the other hand, new quadrilateral edge elements are proposed and the
improvements of the performances they permit are stressed.
INTRODUCTION
High-order edge elements make it possible to improve the performances of finite element simulators. For this
reason, in recent years, quite a lot of high-order edge elements have been introduced [1, 2, 3] after the pioneering
work of Nedelec [4]. However, before analysing their performances, one should establish the reliability of the
finite elements considered. This is an important issue since, for many years, finite element simulators were
plagued by the so-called spurious modes.
Thus, in this paper, we firstly report some recent results of the present authors assessing the reliability of
many of the new elements recently introduced. Once the class of a priori reliable finite elements has sufficiently
been widened, it makes sense to compare the performances in order to find the best one. However, the “best”
element could also be an element not defined so far and, for this reason, it is important to keep on looking for
new and more efficient elements. As a first attempt in this direction, we will firstly define a new element on
rectangles and then we will compare its performances with those of other well known spurious-free elements.
In the simple example considered the performances of the new element are significantly better than those of all
existing elements of the same order.
HIGH-ORDER SPURIOUS-FREE FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS
It is now well established that a finite element technique is spurious-free if and only if the corresponding finite
element space satisfies the three necessary and sufficient conditions ((CAS), (CDK) and (DCP)) reported in
[5]. Moreover, it is now known that all elements of both Nedelec’s families defined on triangles or tetrahedral
guarantee spurious-free approximations [6]. This latter result implies that nowadays all problems of interest
can be reliably solved by using the finite element method when it is based on Nedelec’s elements. However,
this does not exclude that the introduction of new spurious-free elements could lead to an improvement of the
performances. For this reason many researchers recently proposed several new elements. Due to the limited
space available, let us just report some recent results of the present authors which widen significantly the class
of a priori reliable finite elements. It is proved in [7] that the elements proposed by Kameari [2], Ahagon and
Kashimoto [8], Yioultsis and Tsiboukis [9], Peterson et al. [10, 3] and Lee et al. [1] are spurious-free.
NEW SPURIOUS-FREE RECTANGULAR ELEMENTS AND THEIR PERFORMANCES
Let us consider the cross-section of a hollow rectangular waveguide and the corresponding problem of finding
the transverse magnetic field of TM modes at cutoff.
This simple problem can be approximated by using a family of uniform meshes made up of rectangular elements.
In this case we already know that all rectangular Nedelec’s edge elements of the first family provide spurious
free approximations [11].
In this section we will use notations similar to those introduced in [12] to denote the different finite elements
considered. For instance will denote the finite element, introduced in [4], [13], whose vector basis functions
belong to is the space of polynomials in two variables x, y, having maximum degree
equal to p in x and to q in y. Different superscripts will be used to denote elements built starting from these
standard finite elements. Moreover, let
let V1 be the orthogonal complement of V0 in V.
In order to widen the class of spurious free rectangular elements let us consider a generic rectangular element
and the following basis functions
defining a new element
where are the coordinate unit vectors. Note that each basis function has a nonzero tangential
component along one edge only: along the edge along
Note also that the two basis functions associated to the same edge
interpolate the tangential component with different polynomial orders. This means that in order to define a
curl conforming approximation each basis function must be matched with only the corresponding basis function
of the adjacent element. Then, in particular, we can write the finite element space (see [6]
for many analogous decompositions of is the finite element space generated by the basis functions
(i.e., the same space generated by being the space generated by the basis
functions is such that As already noted the spaces generated by satisfy
(CAS), (CDK) and (DCP). Thus by Lemmas 25, 26 and 27 of [6] we immediately conclude that the spaces
generated by the new element can be used to obtain spurious-free approximations.
Note that can be thought as a “stabilized Q1,1 element”. In fact, if the second terms are dropped in the
expressions of which is known to give spurious modes [12].
On the other hand, the second terms of serve only to make curl-free the corresponding basis
function, since their tangential components vanish on the whole boundary of K.
In order to define other finite element spaces providing spurious free approximations let us consider the following
basis functions having zero tangential components on the boundary of K:
On the generic rectangle K let us consider as basis functions all the functions so far considered. In
this case we obtain the well-known may be used to generate all bilinear
vector functions belonging to are just the basis functions belonging to
and not to
Other choices of the basis functions are possible, however. As a matter of fact consider the three sets of
basis functions defining, re-
spectively, three different elements denoted by
By considering that the spaces generated by these three elements contain the space Uh generated by
and that the spaces Uh satisfy (CAS) and (CDK) [4] we immediately conclude that all these spaces Vh satisfy
(CAS) and (CDK) (see Lemma 25 and 26 of [6]).
The proof that they also satisfy (DCP) is only sketched here. First of all note that is a first order
polynomial depending only on y, that is a first order polynomial depending only on x and that
is a second order polynomial. Thus, the finite dimensional subspace Z generated by
a single element satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 30 of [6] and then where the
norms are those of the spaces respectively. Now the conclusion follows by noting that
is the domain representing the waveguide cross section, and by applying a much
simplified version of Lemma 36 of [6].
This proves that the spaces V h generated by provide spurious free approximations. To
obtain the same results also for the spaces Vh generated by note that they can be obtained from the
spaces Uh generated by by adding one more basis function to any single element. As
we have that we can think of and with Uh satisfying (CDK) and (DCP).
Then by Lemma 27 of [6] we have that also the spaces Vh satisfy it.
It is now meaningful to carry out an investigation on the performances of the elements introduced above. This
is done by considering again the simple 2D problem introduced above. In the limited space of this paper we
address just the question of the performances of the new element which resulted to be the best one.
One could note that the same order of approximation as that of is possible by using Moreover the
image of Q 1,2 by the curl operator is exactly the same as that of since is irrotational. Thus we expect
the latter to provide the same order of approximation as the former but with fewer degrees of freedom. In this
sense we expect better performances of the new element and this expectation will be confirmed by the
following numerical analysis.
It is assumed that the hollow rectangular waveguide is 2 cm wide and 1 cm high. This problem admits the
analytical evaluation of all eigenvalues We will calculate the first ten numerical eigenvalues
wi,h, i = 1, . . . , 10 by using different elements. The accuracy of the approximate solution will be assessed by
the value of
However, in order to compare the performances of different elements in terms of their computational efficiency
we have to estimate the computational cost needed to achieve a given accuracy. Good estimates can be the
number, ndofs, of degrees of freedom used in the finite element simulation and the number, of nonzero
entries of the finite element matrices defining the generalized algebraic eigenvalue problem from which the
approximate solution is calculated. The first parameter ndofs is well suited when the algebraic eigenvalue
problem is tackled by using subroutines which store the finite element matrices as band matrices, whereas the
second parameter is much more significant when the same problem is tackled by using subroutines based
on iterative techniques which store the finite element matrices as sparse matrices.
Our target is to compare the performances of rectangular elements. However, in order to know if these elements
are meaningful at least for particular geometries we will also consider the performances obtained by using the
spaces generated by low order Nedelec’s edge elements defined on triangles. In particular we will consider the
first three triangular elements of the first family [4] (denoted by R1, R2 and R3).
In Figure 1 we show the behaviour of e as a function of ndofs when different elements are used. As can be
seen the absolute performances of Q1,2 and are good since they provide better approximations than the
corresponding incomplete second order elements defined on triangles (R2). As expected the best performances
are obtained by using R3 since this is an element of higher order. Analogously, the lowest order elements R1
and Q 0,1 provide the worst performances. By focusing our analysis on rectangular elements only and on Q 1,2
and in particular, we may note that the performances of are better than those of
Figure 2 shows the behaviour of e versus In this case the rectangular elements Q 1,2 and provide
excellent absolute performances is even better than R 3 at least in the range of here considered).
Moreover, if we again focus our attention on rectangular elements only, we note that the relative performances
are the same as those shown in Figure 1.
Note that by using instead of Q 12 it is possible to obtain a given error with a significant reduction of
in all simulations) or 19% in all simulations). The impact of these reductions on the CPU
times necessary to solve the generalized algebraic eigenproblems is even more significant. As a matter of fact,
the reductions obtained by using the Arnoldi Package software [14] are always in the range 31% ¸ 42%.
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Figure 1: Performances of different finite elements in terms of e versus ndofs
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Figure 2: Performances of different finite elements in terms of e versus n¹ 0
